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INTRODUCTION
The written word plays a vital role in transmitting and pre

serving our cultural heritage0 In our present culture3 the tendency 
is to make use of letters in a practical way to serve the needs of 
the school and community„

The art department can offer this service without becoming a 
poster production factoryo Another possibility for the practical 
use of letters is that it can have a beneficial effect on handwriting0 
The manipulative process used in both lettering and writing is 
similar and therefore would prove advantageous to handwriting0 The 
degree of effectiveness would depend upon the effort made by the 
individual to apply lettering disciplines to his own handwriting. 

Besides its utilitarian value9 lettering also has aesthetic 
and artistic value. The teacher of art on the secondary level should 
aim to give students an appreciation for these values, Artistic 

values imply an urge to create and produce beautiful letter forms.
The teacher can be the source of inspiration for these values* Work 
produced by the students and examples of beautiful writings can be 

used to develop an aesthetic value for letters among the students,
This aesthetic sense involves a method of perception often ignored 
in our hurried educative process, To take the time to see and to 
become involved in what is seen is important in the teaching of any 
art area.

If interest can be developed in this area of letterings the
vii



students may enjoy further research into the various kinds of lettering, 
the many uses to which it is put9 and its importance in the communica
tion of ideas0 The handling of the techniques of lettering can be 
part of this teaching processa

Following the introduction of basic letter forms3 short periods
 perhaps fifteen minutes a day -- for drill on.basic letter forms9
interspersed with other lettering activities3 tend to hold the interest 
of most studentso* After this introduction and acquaintance with 
letter forms, the students can perhaps explore interesting ways to 
put their new-found knowledge to use0

In the first chapter, I have given a very brief history of 
letteringo Chapter two shows ways lettering has been used in student 
art problems* Chapter three includes supplementary material involving 
lettering, both student work and my own*

*This conclusion was reached after experimenting with groups 
of ninth grade students0



. CHAPTER I 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF LETTERING 

Beginning with man * s first acknowledgment of dependence upon 
other men and continuing to our present day3 the need for a means 
of communication is self-evident6 With the growing complexities of 
the varied ancient cultures a more stable expression was necessary 
than the existing vocal communicationso

Language as an:organized system was slow in developing. The 
steps leading toward a phonetic alphabet were equally sloWo Speech 
existed long before men were aware that the human voice could be 
recorded by symbols (7),

Before the advent of written language, other means of communi
cation were usedo Symbols directly related to nature were employed0 

Groups of stones were placed at different angles to indicate directions 
drawings on rocks served as mystical symbols to cause the. herd to 

return; the totem pole told of man's ancestry, and the wampum belt 
was a symbol of peaces Symbols were also used as mnemonic devicesQ 
An example of this is the ^Quipus1* of Peru, which was a group of 
knotted cords used for counting0 Follow-ups of this were the prayer 

wheels, of the Buddhist monk, and the rosary of the Catholic 1 Church0
Tracing the origins of written language from the first scratches 

on stone, through the intricacies of the varied cultures, to arrive 
at the simplification of the modern alphabet can be an intriguing 
and life-time study. The material gathered here is merely a basis
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for the understanding and appreciation of letter forms for their 
intrinsic or historic worth.

Although much wisdom was handed down by an oral tradition 
from one generation to another, it remained for the vehicle of the 
written word to give permanence to this knowledge* The whole alpha
bet, read in its proper order, relates the story of creation. Through 
the media of letters the basic process common to all creating or 
making, is apparent. (17)

"Language is the very essence of the mind -- it is the 
sound and the echo, designed to disappear with no possibility 
of recapture, until the noble vessel of writing has assured 
its preservation and its survival down the ages." (6, p. 312)
Since writing is an essential part of cultural growth, it

would be of interest, to trace the origins of true writing. Various
ancient cultures have attributed the origins of writing to individuals
such as:

"The BabylonianNebo, and the Egyptian Thoth were Tscribe 
gods', and at the1same time masters of human destinies which 
they recorded with the 'stylus of Fate'. The Jews considered 
the text of the first Tables of the Law given to Moses (Exo
dus xxxi 18) as 'divine writing', as opposed to human writing 
mentioned by Isaiah (viii. I). Islam teaches that Allah him
self created the letters and communicated them to Adam, but 
refused.them to the angels. The Christian Churches, too, have 
their saints who invented writing; thus Saint Mesrop and the 
Katholikos Sahak invented the Armenian alphabet, a new script, 
immediately sanctified in a translation of the New Testament."

. (11, p. 14)
Diringer, in his text entitled,- Writing, classifies the 

origins of writing in the following manner. The primary source is 
found in the pictograms of prehistoric cultures such as Egyptian, 
Mesopotamian, Phoenician and others. Pictography, or picture-writing, 
is capable of representing the sequential stages or ideas of a simple



narrativeo The action is recorded by a series of more or less straight
forwardly representational pictures or sketches, each one of which is 

called a pictogram0
The second development was ideographic writing which is the 

first step in rendering a script capable of conveying abstractions, 
subtleties, and multiple associations0 For example: in simple pic
tography a circle might represent the sun, in ideographic writing 
it might also stand for heat, light, a god associated with the sun, or 

the word "day*" In ideography, there is still no connection between 
the depicted symbol and the spoken name for it: the symbols can be
read with equal facility in any language»

The transitional scripts, or those which are both ideographic 
and phonetic, were found in the writings of the ancient Mesopotamians, 

Egyptians, Cretans and Hittites0
- In the next type of writing known as phonetic, each element 

corresponds to a sound or sounds in the language which is being re

presented., A direct and inseparable relationship has been set up 
between written and spoken language0 .Phonetic writing may be either 
syllabic or alphabetico Syllabic forms of writing are ultimately 
based upon the fact that the >smallest unit into which any spoken word 

or series of sounds can be subdivided is the syllable,, For instance, 
the word, ^strength,’1 would have to be written se-te-re^-ne-ge-the, 

thus making the total number of symbols extremely large.,
Alphabetic writing, on the other hand, with its 22, 24, or 26 

siggs, is the.most flexible and useful method of writing ever invented* 
From its origins in the Near East, the alphabet has become the almost
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universal basis for scripts used by many civilizations0

Since the Semitic language seems to have transmitted alpha
betic writing to other nations, it might be of interest to mention 
the possible sources of the letters and their continuation in the 
Greek, Koman, and Medieval alphabetsQ

Although there have been many changes in other letters, the 

letter*nAM has remained as the first letter of the alphabet* "A” 
is represented by the sound aleph, (ah?lef), which means ox*

The second letter of the alphabet comes from the word, beth,
meaning housee * It is interesting to note that the Hebrew word, 

Bethlehem, denoting house of bread, is a combination of this word* 
Since the Phoenicians depended upon the camel, 11 the ship of 

the desert,” for transportation, they called the third letter gimel, 

(ghe'mel) which means camel * The letter ,nC1? is symbolized*
The letter ”DH was a sign used to represent a door, daleth,

(dahleth)* Since the Semites were nomadic people, the door would
suggest a tent opening and be triangular*

The structure of a window is used to represent the letter ^Eo” 
This letter was called he (hay) , which meant ”to look,11 or window*

The letter is derived from a symbol of a hook or nail
called a vau* During the reign of Emperor Claudius the nFn was in
verted and used for the consonant because the Latin alphabet had
but one character to represent both and ”V*”

TheRornans introduced the letter ”Gn in the third century* It 
was not in existence at the time of the Phoenicians*

The letter ^H” corresponds to the Semitic cheth, (haith) and



the Greek eta (ata)0 Traditionally9 it is said that this letter was 
a representation of two vertical fence posts and three horizontal 
boardso

From the Semitic and Phoenician form of about 1200 3 the

letter -'I" is derived0 This was called -yod3 Hebrew for hand, and its 
form represents the right hand in profile bent at the knuckles and 

wristo
A s a letter 9 1$Jn is of comparatively modern origin6. The monks 

in their laborious task of lettering manuscripts often lengthened 
the l!I” when it appeared in prominent places 6

The letter * !,Kn is derived from the Semitic kaph, which sig
nified the palm of the hande The silhouette of the open hand gives 
the “K^formo

Lamed3 (lah'med), meaning "whip^lash" was used to denote the 
letter'nLff0 In their occupation of herding oxen and sheep9 the 
Phoenicians found this to be a necessary implement»

The letter can be traced to the Phoenician mem3 . (maim)
meaning "water'!" Since these people were seafarers, it is under
standable why they chose this name0

In all known alphabets the letter "N" has been associated with
the letter in point of origin, sound, and shape0 The association
rings true since the letter "N" was called nun (noon) and stood for 

fish.

The letter'n0n corresponds to the Semitic pe and the Greek
pi. (pe) , It represents the lower lip of the mouth.

The letter• 1JQn in the English language is always used in combi-



nation with the letter. 3IUon This is taken from the Semitic koph9 
meaning ?,head?sl and the Greek koppaQ

The letter corresponding to the modern I’R” was called resh, 
from the'Semitic meaning nhead3IJ although it has little resemblance 
to the human head*

The origin of the letter 'nSn was the word shin, meaning•11 teeth»11 
Its form is serrated to resemble teeth0

11X” is the character in early use to designate signatures of 
illiterates0 It was called tau by the Phoenicians and tahv by the 

Semiteso
The form of the letter f,Ul$ was the vau which somewhat resembled 

the "Y," but with thetpper edge curved insteand of angular0 From 
this shape was evolved a v-form*

Until about the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries the 
and "iV were interchangeablee

In ancient days, there was not a letter representing HW 0n 
In about the thirteenth century the Anglo-Saxons developed a letter 
called weno

The western"nXn was probably descended fpom the same stem as 

the Semitic samech, meaning a post or support0
The letter is represented by upsilon in the Ionic alphabet»

It was in general use throughout Greece by the time of the Roman 

conquesto
Zayin, was the early Phoenician word for ^weapon*11 From this 

form is derived our letter '1,Zon (11)
Basically then, the letter forms and letter names of the modern



alphabet have descended from the Semites to the Phoenicians9 from the 
Phoenicians to the Greeks^ and thence to the Romans0

Regarding letter namesj Alexander Nesbitt says:
"The A 9B9C9 names for our letters seem to have been given 

to them by the Romans -- possibly by the Etruscans before them* 
These names were the final result of the 'acrophonic principlef: 
at an advanced stage in the development of letters the word- 
symbol was used to illustrate the first letter of a wofd9 the 
symbol retaining, however3 the word as its name, as in the 
Semitic alphabets0n (15, pp„ 9-10)
In connection with the evolution of letter forms, the chart 

on the following page traces the development of letter forms from 

Semitic origins to the Gothic letter0
Another consideration of letters, apart from their historical 

value, would be their artistic value* For example, Roman lettering, 
because of its simplicity and balanced proportion, has been used as 
the basis in.the design of the modern letter0 Many attempts have been 
made to analyze the proportions of the Roman letter, but the Roman 
letter defies exact rules0 The Gothic letter, with its dominance of 
black verticals, resembles handwriting and depends upon its effects 
on the use of the broad pene Both Roman and Gothic letters have a 
decorative value all their ownQ The inscription on the Trajan column, 
ca0 114 A 0D0, which is used as one of the classic examples of Roman 
letter forms, has been studied primarily for its design quality and 

not the significance of its inscription* (13)
This design quality of letters can be a source of many fasci

nating design problems in the classroom* The letter is studied as a 

form apart from a literal interpretation and many new design approaches 
can be developed* (Vide-Ch* III - Student Problems)
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.As letters in themselves can display beautiful forms3 independent 
of added ornamentation^ so can the spatial pattern created by groups 
of letters enhance a page*

."Lines of well formed lettering9 whether on the page of a 
book or on the panel of a wall, break its surface pleasantlyp 
Penned, painted, carved, or anywise adequately rendered, let
tering is in itxself decorativee" (3, p« 6)
Lettering in combination with ornament has been used throughout 

history to enhance artifactsP -As evidence of this, .there are examples 
of lettering on painted mummy cases from Egypt, carved reliefs from 
Nineveh and ivories from Byzantiumo - Other historical examples are: 
Gothic glass and tapestry, the decoration of manuscripts and books, 
and church appointments 0 - (3)

Instruments-and surface materials have greatly influenced the 
final character of writing and letteringQ The reed pen, which was 
used by the Egyptian, Hebrew, and Greek scribes, dates back to the 
time when men first began to use ink on papyrus and leathere Its use 
produced a handwriting of great beauty and charm* The quill pen, which 

was made from the large flight feathers of a bird, came into use about 
the same time as vellum and parchment began, to replace the papyrus 
roll in 190 B.C. (13)

The manner of shaping and cutting the point of the quill, how 
it was held, and the degree of pressure used dictated the individual 
style of writing.

Today the letterer has at his disposal a variety of implements 

to choose from depending upon the character of lettering he wishes to 
produce. Pens, pencils, brushes, quills, and reed pens are available , 
for writing purposes.
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Writing-surfaces varied in the past3 .from papyrus which was 

plentiful, to vellum from the skins of various animals such as sheep, 
goats, and kids0 Papyrus was popular in Egypt because it was easily 
accessible* The strips of papyrus were placed vertically on a board, 
glued, and then horizontal strips were beaten into this surface* This 
created a textural pattern when the ink of the reed pen,caught into 
the horizontal strips *

Paper making is attributed to the Chinese who discovered it 
in the second century A*TL : Paper eventually replaced vellum and 
parchment for ordinary uses, but vellum and parchment continues to 
be used as the surface material of precious documents or manuscripts* 

Surface materials of lettering greatly influence the final 
letter form, but the letter itself is of prime importance* There are 
many alphabets of historical interest, but not of concern to the 
letterer as guides to emulate* On the other hand, there are some fine 
graphic examples of historic content to be used for inspiration and 
study * There have been about two hundred alphabets studied throughout 
the years, and there are about fifty different ones in use today*

This matter of selection becomes the concern of the individual artist
since his aim should be to capture the rhythmic qualities of letters * 
Edward Johnston, after meeting Sir Sydney Cockerell, an authority 

on ancient manuscripts, made the following statement concerning his

idea about the value of lettering:
”1 can hardly claim beginning with any fixed ideal but

with three fixed ideas that somehow became my own* These
were --
(1) That there was something fascinating about lettering*
(2) That letters were primarily intended to be read, and
(3) that the forms of written letters would somehow properly
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depend upon the pen which wrote them0 My goal is to make 
living letters with a formal pen*" (12, pG 87)
Some of the qualifications for good lettering are legibility,

simplicity, uniformity, and beauty of form0 In order to achieve these
characteristics, first of all, a respect for the materials used is
needed as in any other form of arto An inscription chiseled in stone
for a public building, and a missal written on vellum for a church are
both lettering, but to be fine lettering each must contain, inherent
in its design, characteristics fitted to the materials used and the
purpose of the finished work0 (16)

Lettering can be written, drawn,.or painted, or it may be cut
out of paper, etched on glass, or sawed from wood* Each of these
materials dictates the need for the end result* (10)

Legibility of letters is of prime importance for practical
reasons, such as ease of comprehension* Robert Bridges held that

nTrue legibility consists in the certainty of deciphering; 
and that depends not on what any one reader may be accustomed
to, nor even on the use of customary forms, but, rather on the
consistent and accurate formation of the letters*':* (10, p* 15)
The beauty of many paintings and drawings have been destroyed

by the application of poorly formed letters* Lettering is a form of
drawing, which had its beginnings in the use of pictorial images, and
the forms that compose the alphabet today were abstracted from these

images* The principles of good linear drawing apply equally to both*
Some of the characteristics of good graphology are: expression of line

to denote feeling, rhythmical flow of line, and logical distortion*
Concerning the latter, Frederic W* Goudy suggests, ^There are times
when the decorative effect of a word or line more ornate than the
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strict readability might call for is permissable --within reason0 
.We should not, however, allow a demand for novelty to justify the 
senseless and ridiculous riot of /beautiful atrocities' sometimes 
presented/" (11, p* xviii) The purpose for which the lettering is 
intended should help to establish standards for the letterer0 Some
times a more ornate letter is justified, at other times a more formal 
one is needed for readability0

Lettering and calligraphy are considered in most lettering 
texts as separate branches of art0 Although lettering refers to 
designed forms, and calligraphy to handwriting, the two are closely 
relatedo A definition of calligraphy is given by Stanley Morison:

"Calligraphy is the art of fine writing, communicated by 
agreed signs; if these signs or symbols are painted or are 
engraved on wood or stone we have that extension of writing 
known as lettering, ice,, a large script generally formed 
with mechanical aids such as the rule, the compass, and the 
square0”. (18, pe 6)

In ancient China drawings and paintings were combined with 
calligraphy to form an integral wholee The earliest paintings of 
Bamboo were definitely calligraphic in character0 Though always 
remaining abstract, these paintings appear to tend toward the actual 
characterization of nature0 Later, calligraphy, of which the Chinese 
refer to as "inking or writing", expanded into paintingo Since both 

required the same brush and methods, it was customary to refer to 

writing thoughts, rather than painting them* Regarding this,.Choa 
Ming-fu of the Yuan dynasty once wrote:

"Painting and writing are fundamentally the same,
To paint a rock is to write it in the Choa style,
And if you desire to write Bamboo successfully.
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You,must be^familiar with the various styles of calligraphy 
of all timeso11 (23 p0 74)
In the scroll paintings of the Japanese four types of combina

tions with calligraphy can be found:

,f(l) parallel3 a band of illustration is placed above a 
band of text 9 and the two, move along in step;
(2) alternating9 a section of text is followed by a section 
of painting placed after some memorable or visual scene;
(3) occasionally9 text pieces are placed at the beginning or 
end of the scroll, while the main story is carried through a 
continuous pictorial unfolding which is almost self-explanatory;
(4) interspersed, where captions or bits of conversation are 
placed above the speaker, as in modern cartoons*"(8, p0 6)
Another example of the beauty of combining painting and text

is the Persian miniature* The illustrators of Safawid,- Persia, and
Mogul, India, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries held the
written word in great esteem and placed the calligrapher in an honored
position comparable to the greatest of artists<> (1)

Some general observations about the use of calligraphy in the
Persian miniatures are the following:

(1) Calligraphy is used as part of the border design of/the 
painting*

... (2) Within the painting there are rectangular block inserts 
of calligraphy* •

(3) v Calligraphy is placed on the top and bottom of the paint^ 
ing , not extending to the ends *

If a painting is enhanced by calligraphy, it must be such that
it would be incomplete without the written text* .The calligraphy is
not a trimming but an essential part of the painting*

Along with calligraphy there developed the use of the roll or

scroll which became a means of preserving literature and identifying
the book form* The books of the first century of Egypt,,Greece, and
Rome and surrounding areas were the papyrus rolls * Each sheet was



Figure 2: The Use of Cursive Letters as Part of a Chinese Painting 
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about six to nine inches wide6 The sheets were usually glued together 
forming a continuous roll, the length depending upon the content of 
the worko (9)

An example of an Egyptian scroll was the Book of the Deade
nThe Joshua Roll in the Vatican Library is perhaps the 

most complete work of writing and continuous illustration 
remaining from the Early Christian peridd. The Torah of the 
Jews is3 of course^ a living example of a book in scroll form9 
although without illustrations3 according to the an-iconic 
tenets of that religion*" (8, p, 1)
A revolution in the form of the book was the change from the 

small book roll to the codex of the early Christian periodo The con
tinuous roll 'was replaced by individual sheets folded and forming 
four pageso These were sewn together and protected with a back 
binding, ,nBy the year 400 the codex was in full command of the 

field, and since then the form of the book; roughly speaking; has 
not changed to the present day,*.' (19; p6 4)



CHAPTER II
STUDENT ART PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE USE OF LETTERING 

The information presented in Chapter I can be an impetus to 
further study of lettering by the teacher0 Also9 it can be used as 
a springboard to classroom activities which involve lettering0 The 
following material is a description of executed art problems that

were used in secondary art classes Q These problems are suitable
■ 'for the secondary art student because they provide him with a problem- 

solving process which can help,to sharpen his perceptual awareness 

toward letteringo

(1) Word Association Booklet
Purpose: To help the student become aware of lettering in his daily
life, and how he can make use of it both for practical and aesthetic 

enjoymento
:Procedure: Discuss with the students the meaning of lettering9 its
values9 and application to their class worko Have the students, list 
all thoughts and comments which they can associate with the word 
"lettering/" If the list is inadequate; as it often will be, have 
the students search through books and magazines for references to 

letteringo The students bring their completed lists to class, and 
select about twelve thoughts that best express the ideas of letteringQ 

After this selection is made9 the next process is to associate the 
lettering comments with pictures or parts of pictures obtained from 
magazineso The problem is to create an original booklet from the

16
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material gathered,. The size of the booklet will depend upon the 
individual studentQ A class period is spent juggling forms (pictures9 
cropped and otherwise) to find, the best way to handle both the pictures 
and the lettering on the individual pageQ Comments from students 
on each othersT, work is helpful,at this time* Usually3 this will be 
an introductory problem for lettering/ therefore, the lettering should 
be direct and simpley but well formed0 The designing of the cover is 
in keeping with the spirit of the booklet, and should reflect the page 
design.
Observations: In approaching this type of problem with students, I
have found that they do become involved in the mechanics of producing 
a final piece. The students become interested in the possibilities 
of lettering, and the idea of ^designing” is no longer a completely 
abstract word to them. True, as a group, there were only a few 

satisfactory solutions to the design problem, but the chief concern 

here is the lettering form. Generally speaking, the groups produced 

a reasonably good letter form in the booklets, and they experienced 
some thinking about letters.
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(2) A Scroll Book
Purpose: To gain an appreciation of methods used by other cultures in
their use of letterings and to gain an appreciation particularly of 
the scroll form*
Procedure: Present to the students a brief sketch of the history

of scroll painting and calligraphy0 Use a particular culture for a 

source of inspiration0 The following material would be helpful in 
discussing Oriental scrolls0

^Scrolls are books5 not decorative paintings o They were 
meant to be "read" by a person seated on the floor near a low 
table on which the scroll rests and on which it is unrolled 
between the hands0 Oriental scrolls, like the Chinese script, 
are to be read from right to leftG When one begins to open 
a closed scroll, the right hand has the work of rolling up 
what the left hand unfurls and at no time is more of the design 
visible than can be easily held open between one1s outstretched 
arms, or approximately twenty four inches0 The design thus 
begins at the right hand end, rises to a planned climax, and 
then fades away to a quiet endingo" (8, pp0 4-5)
As a preparation for this activity, I made the scroll which is

illustrated on the following page0 The paper of the scroll is rice
paper and parchment0 Dowel rods painted with black enamel are the
handles of the scroll, I used the Hebrew characters because I am

more familiar with them than the Japanese or Chinese characters. The
Oriental direction of reading the scroll, right to left, is in keeping
with the same spirit of this scroll since it is read in the same
manner. Students working on this problem may choose the type of

lettering that would be more meaningful to them. This could be a

means of helping them appreciate their own particular culture or

heritage. There is an opportunity in this activity to make use of the
Roman letter form. This problem can be dnjoyed for its aesthetic
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value along with a utilitarian one* The beauty of the scroll form, 
the decorative pattern of letters on the paper, and the workmanship 
of the students all help to create a greater aesthetic appreciation 
of the work produced

(3) Lettering a Selection of Literature
Purpose: To associate the meaning of words with the technical aspect

of lettering, and to gain a better appreciation of both0 
Procedure: Discuss the possibilities of the similarity between the

use of a particular type of lettering to express a "specific emotion^’! 

and the choice of words to express this emotion,, The meaning of the 
piece of literature to be lettered will influence the type of lettering 

used*
The lettered text on the following page is the work of a senior 

high school student who did this in conjunction with a work of lit
erature studied in English class0 In her high school experiences, this 
student has had many contacts with the art of lettering* For an item 
of interest, I asked her to write her reaction to letteringe The 
following statement is her reaction:

"Lettering is both interesting in the history of its 
development and in the character of its design* As color 
fascinates some, so do the fully formed curves and the tall, 
thin, rigid lines of an alphabet command my attentions It 
is open to imagination and to personality as any other draw
ing is0 .Yet its beauty seems twofold, with the message de
livered, and with the individual flowing beauty of each 
,lettero".

This seems to be more of a mature approach to lettering than I would 
normally find in my classes, but it is given as a possibility for a 

creative potential in a young person and for teacher encouragement0
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(4) A Commentary on an Artist
Purpose: To help the student extend his knowledge of a particular
artist for his own inspiration and emulationo
Procedure: The names of artists to be used for this problem may be
assigned by the teacher or the students may make their own choice0
Both methods can be satisfactory0 Students are then asked to find
about fifty statements concerning their artist and bring them to
classo The more pertinent facts are chosen to form the commentarye
By way of direction, the following information was given to the class:

"This is not to be a formal report on the life of an artist3 
but an original commentary on facts about the artist and his worko 
. Copying your information from an encyclopaedia will not be acceptable0 
Search for new and interesting places to get your informationo Your. 
booklet is to capture the spirit of the artist1s work both in the 
designing of the cover and the plan of the pages» This is to be 
your personal reaction to the artist, fortified with the thoughts you 
have gatheredo A suitable symbol should be used on each page in con
junction with the lettering* Your lettering may be uniform throughout 
or it may differ according to the feeling of each page*"
Observations: (1) Because this did not follow!the formality of a
written paper, there seemed to be a greater interest among the stu
dents 0 (2) The gathering and limitations of reference material in

volved a selecting and thinking process * . (3) The booklets themselves 
created an interest among the students and they were read and exchanged* 

,These are only a few possibilities of combining lettering with 
other material for effective art activities for the secondary art 
student* There are numerous possibilities to be evolved from the 
problems which have been presented here*
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTATION WITH ' LETTERING 

One of the considerations that should be interwoven into the 
framework of the art learning process iis the problem of awarenesse 
This problem of visual perception requires a deeper attention in the 

art curriculum of todayQ Many students look3 but they do not see0 

They fail to become absorbed in their looking6 Perhaps this is due 

to their constant distractionse Seeing refers to becoming involved ; 
with an image9 giving attention to the object9 and learning from 

these observationso The teacher should be the guide to show students 
new ways ;of developing this visual,awareness0 In turn9 this will help 
the student to develop into a creative thinker0

With these thoughts in mind9 the following supplementary 
material concerning lettering is to be considered^ These problems 
are not to be used as a 5-lLettering Made Easy” text9 but as a means 
that the teacher can use to enrich his own lettering program in the 

secondary schoolo
Too often in the past9,lettering has been given a place of 

pseudo-reverence in the art curriculum,, Lettering had its practical 

value for utilitarian purposes and this seemed sufficient0 Today 
there is a need to play with letters9 experiment with them9 and enjoy 

the final product of these efforts^ Lettering can offer as much as 

any other art expression in the development of an enriched art cur- 

riculuiru The following' material suggests several possibilities that
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can be used to reanimate the teaching of lettering0

(1) An Original Alphabet
We are accustomed to the general appearance of the twenty-six 

letters of our alphabetG If they are successfully and artistically 
formedg they are beautiful in themselves apart from their meaning«
An interesting experiment for students is to devise an original alpha
bet bearing little or no resemblance to our present alphabet„ This

, - i "
can become a design problem of black and white areas6 Although each 
letter should represent a separate symbol3- nevertheless3 there should 
be a unity throughout the alphabet0 This unified effect could be 
carried out in the repetition of a certain line quality or form which 
gives a character to any alphabet0 The students can develop an in
triguing code system via this problems For example:

(2) Designing with a Letter
Each letter of the alphabet offers many design possibilities0

With beginning art students, this problem can help to remove the
mystery from the word ndesign11 and help them to understand its value
and application in everyday life0 The first procedure would be to
have the students choose a particular letter0 The material for the
letter forms could be magazine papers as they offer a rich variety
and subtlety of color not found in ordinary poster papers0 Students
are asked to visualize their letter as an elastic form which can be
molded, stretched, or condensed0 These variations of shapes are
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placed within a given rectangular areae Some experimenting with 
placement and organization will happen here to create an effective 

solution.to this problems Pointing out the possibilities of over
lapping forms 3 piercing through letters9 and space relationships can 
be helpful to the student0 The resulting designs are often effective 
enough to be carried into designs for repeat units on draperiese

(3) An Original Calendar
Another .•interesting possibility as a design problem is the 

making of an original calendar0 Each student chooses a particular 
month to interprete Important events that occur during the month are 
used to establish the theme of the page0 Both the captions and the 
numerals should reflect the character of the month through the use 

. of particular types of line: curved9 angular, fragile9 bold, or 
others 9 depending upon the effect to be achieved* .The choice of the 

media depends upon the student* /Many-exciting results can be obtained 
from this problem* There is an example shown in the illustrated 
section of this chapter of a studentT s approach to this problem*

(4) A Christmas. Card Using Calligraphy
In this problem, an understanding of the value of calligraphy 

is necessary* Illustrative materials, both actual examples of good 

calligraphy and good photographs, especially of some of the oriental 
works of art, would be helpful in presenting this problem* An impor

tant observation to be made concerning this work is the. harmony that 
should exist between the drawn image and the written words * A discussion 

concerning the quality of Christmas ’cards/would aid the student in
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his approach to this themeG What makes a successful Christmas card?
Is it the design -- the message --or the method of presentation --
or a combination of all of these? A set of satisfactory standards 
can.be evolved from this discussiono

(5) A Christmas Illumination
The meaning and origin of the word/"illumination" would be of 

interest in introducing this problem to the students0 There are some 
excellent facsimilABS of psalters and codices available through 
libraries which would aid the student as a source of inspiration, for 
their own work0 .This would be an excellent time to introduce the 
Gothic black letter text and to show its value as an ornamental letter0

(6) A Photograph and Letters
This problem has a two-fold purpose® First9 an appreciation of 

a photograph as a piece of fine art9.and secondly, an appreciation of 
the Roman lettero An explanation is necessary to help the student 
discern the difference between an ordinary snapshot and a photograph 
which has the qualities of a fine compositiono After explanations and 
discussion, the studhhts are asked to locate a photograph from a maga
zine which follows the standards,of fine photography and one that 
appeals to the student» • The second half of the problem is to combine 
this photograph with an original thought and "letter this using Roman 
letters., The Roman letter is suggested here as a possibility for this 
problem, not as the only solution* The thick and thin elements which 

form the. Roman letter challenges the observation of the student and 
demands greater skill in executionD The spontaneity of the ninth-grade
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student can be refreshing, .if not ^erudite*" One student located 
a photograph of a coffin and headed his commentary9 "The Lay-away 
Plano51

(7) Book-making and Hand-lettered Thoughts
Another interesting problem can be in the designing and com

pletion of a book of lettered quotations and original thoughtse The 
material for the cover could involve the uses of a variety of materials 
such as leather, wood, textured cloth, etc* A designed monogram or 
title reflecting the personal feeling of the author would enhance the 
content materialo The material of the text could be a sense diary, 

favorite quotations, or original thoughtse
A sense diary might describe as one of the entries the pattern 

of figures cast upon a textured wall surface, or the joy reflected 
in the faces of children when they are presented with a variety of 
colorful materials to choose from in a class art problem, or the
change of "depths" in the mountains0

- The actual lettering, again, is a problem of black and white 
space0 In designing each page the meaning of the text would effect
the layout and the style of lettering to be used*

(8) Design antAwards Certificate

Collect a group of standard award-giving certificates0 Discuss 
with the class the possibilities of designing a different certificate 
than the existing standard ones --a certificate which would be more 

individualistic and attractive in design than the traditional layout0 
How to space and plan lettering on a page should compose part of this
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probleirio Old English lettering has often been used in the designing 
of certificates5 although other types of lettering would be acceptable,, 
In this problem it would be interesting to suit the letters to the
particular type of award, for instance, a forensic award„

(9) A Word-Thought Reflection
This problem can involve a visual experiment and a thought 

process associatione A word is selected by the student, preferably 
a word which reflects some meaningful, first-hand experience of the 
studento Both word concepts and visual concepts are developed with the 
initial wordo The word thoughts can take the form of a flowing poetical 
theme, a commentary, a prose form, or a static, halting form depending 
upon the experiences of the student0 The visual thoughts can be 
translated into tangible forms which often parallel the above mentioned 

ranges of thoughto For practical application and as a suggestion, 
colored tissue overlays could be used to silk-screen the graphic por
tion of this problemo , The problem would be that of integrating 
successfully the visual image and the written wordo The result of 
this problem, which is a bit complex in nature, can be quite rewarding
both to the teacher and the student0

(l(p) A Symbolic Cross

A cross form is designed and cut from wood by the student0 
References are used to locate possible words to be lettered on the 
cross which depict the appropriate symbolism of the cross„ The letters 

are designed to fit the form of the cross0 The style of lettering to 
be used will depend upon the personal reflection of the student, or
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if a particular letter : style would be -.more appropriate this could be 

suggested by the teachero -Another suggestion would be to use oil 
paints for a lettering media or paint of a durable.quality0 ;The 
finished cross can serve both as a devotional and decorative piece 
of worko •' - '

(11) •̂'■i)Bs;ignihg'-a.û  Eiiblem,
Possibilities for;this problem would be in designing-an escutcheon 

for a club organization^ or a plaque representing a particular personage 
such as a church dignitary* The designs could be worked out on paper 
and then transferred;to suitable mterial for the final product0i 
Copper foil ̂ cah be used effectively in this, problem* The addition of 
a wood mounting can enhance the copper piece* Emblematic devices 
used throughout history can aid as sources of inspiration for this 
problem* - , - .

(12) Making;a Lettering Elip-Book
Each student could choose a particular letter for his book*

The problem is to trace a particular letter from its origin to the 
present day using the technique of the flip-book as the. final product@
• Some letters 9 of course9 will have more of an involved history than 
others® The-motion created by the turning of the pages can provide 

-an interesting visual image of^the evolution of the letter formo

(13) Porming Patterns with the Parts of a Letter
A problem which could be directly related to the preceding one 

might involve the actual letter® For example, using the letter:"R"
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the following design pattern could be evolved. 

(14) Design Letterheads for Stationery 

Discuss the possible variations of lettering that can be used 

in designing letterheads. How the lettering can be incorporated with 

a symbol representing the particular school, can form part of this 

problem. Emphasize the visual balance of the page. How significant 

should the letterhead be ~n relationship to the remaining white area 

on the page? 

(15) Designing with the Letters in a Word 

Since graphology involves the character of writing some of this 

feeling can be transferred to a problem involving the character of 

words in lettering. A choice of a particular word is made by the 

student. Through the changing of the style, shape, or weight of the 

letter, the "feelingn of the word can be expressed. For instance, 

the word "dignity" might be expressed in tall, thin verticals, or 

"happiness" in rounded, moving shapes, or "anger" by a jagged, angular 

letter. This can be continued into another problem concerned with 

phrase thoughts. 

(16) A Wire Letter Mobile 

Letters can be built with wire, and with the pliability of the 

wire form letters can take on interesting shapes. Some letters can 

be enclosed with wire, others left open. In this way the sense of 
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space created by the openings in letters:will vary and help to create 

interesting space divisions* Using different kinds of wire will add 
a "color" note to the mobile unit*

(17) Flat Letters and Three-Dimensional Letters

Flat letters can structurally conform to a more decorative 
surface treatment than three-dimensional letters* The surface of the 
flat letter and its contour will aid in retaining an area rich with 
the possibilities of patterned design* The Media used will depend 
upon the teacher and the extent of his materials*.

The built up letter, on the other hand, with its changing of 
surface planes creates .a different type of pattern* The light and 
dark parts of this form Tend,themselves to a more sculptural expression* 
- Emphasis therefore* will be on a three-dimensional approach*

The following illustrations,, directly and indirectly, parallel 
the material discussed in this chapter for further visual clarification 
of these problems* .



figure 7: Drill Practice in Lettering
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Figure 9: Original Alphabet used in a Drapery Design
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Figure 10: Original Calendars Displayed by Art Students



Figure 11: An Original Calendar Design by a Secondary Art Student
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Figure 12: A Christmas Card Showing the Harmony
Between the Drawing and Lettering
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Figure 13: A Christmas Card Designed with Calligraphy
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Figure 14: A Christmas Illumination (A)
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FigureB: A Christmas Illumination (B) 
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Figure 16: Combining a Photograph with Lettering
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;Figure 17: A Page from a "Book of Quotations" 
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Eigure 19: Use of Lettering as an Integral Part of a Painting 
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Eigure 20: A Korean Document Showing the Contrast of Two Types of 
Hand Lettering 
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Figure 21: Contrast of Hebrew and English Scripts
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Figure 22: An Illuminated Hebrew Translation of the
"Hail Mary"
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f igure 23: Hand Lettering of a Yemenite Prayer 
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In the text. Preparation for Art, by Dr. June McFee, the refer

ence is made to our tendency to identify things by their functions 
rather than by their visual qualities. Dr. McFee qualifies these as 
follows:

1. BRIGHTNESS AND COLOR CONSTANCY -- seeing objects as the 
same color and the same brightness, regardless of the 
particular color of light or shade they are seen in at a 
given time.

2. SIZE CONSTANCY -- seeing objects as the same size or as 
compromised size rather than as the actual comparative 
size, depending on the distance between the object and 
the viewer.

3. SHAPE CONSTANCY -- a tendency to see things the same shape 
regardless of the angle from which they are viewed.
(14, pp. 47-48)

Perhaps the conclusion which may be reached is that the per
manence of visual symbols in written form are dependent upon the ex
perience of the perceiver and would therefore vary according to the 
individual.

At the present time, the utility of letters has developed into 
a limited constancy. The participation of seeing has developed into 
visual shock treatment. Sensory images predominate and have replaced 
intellectual images. Examples are frequent in both poster design and 
book illustration.

Written history began by abstracting from the pictorial image 
to create the written word. Today the pictorial image seems to pre
dominate. In our own day there seems to be the need to integrate both 
image and word since we live in an expedient society.

There are numerous opportunities for individuals to stop and 
look at letters and enjoy their visual forms. A jaunt through a city
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street can reveal many possibilities for visual interpretation of 
letters, for example, in bill-board design, in window displays, and 

in lettering used as an integral part of the architectural structure 
of a building. The appreciative value of these letters would depend 
upon the aesthetic perception of the spectator. This perception for 
the beauty of letters can be cultivated by the teacher in the class
room. A teacher has the qpportunity to place before students examples 
of good lettering, and he can encourage experimentation with letter 
forms.

The responsibility to develop visual awareness of letters and 
the possibilities of new approaches to lettering lies with the teacher 
in the classroom. The challenge is evident.
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